LARGE-DIAMETER PIPE PLANTS
Top quality produced efficiently and flexibly

SMS GROUP
Leaders in plant construction
and machine engineering

The SMS group unites global players in the construction of plants and machines for the processing of steel and NF
metals, operating under the roof of SMS Holding GmbH. It consists of the two business areas, SMS Siemag and
SMS Meer, as well as industrial participations. SMS Holding GmbH is responsible for strategic planning and control.
The sole owner of the SMS group is Siemag Weiss GmbH & Co. KG, the holding of the Weiss entrepreneurial family.

FAMILY-OWNED AND
WORLDWIDE PRESENT
As a family-owned company, the SMS group has
built on solid values and a culture of responsibility
for four generations. It holds a strong market position,
while its decentralised structure ensures a fast and
efficient response to individual customer demands.
The SMS group combines the flexibility of company
units that operate as medium-sized enterprises
with the broad resources of an internationally active
company – all to the benefit of the business partners.
The decentralised corporate culture ensures that not
only the individual units, but also the employees
always think and act in an entrepreneurial manner.
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BUILDING ON A STRONG BASIS
A long-term view, careful financial management, the
focus on values, plus an understanding of the cycles
of the machine and plant construction market have
guided the group’s strategic planning for decades.
Also high on the agenda are investments in the
areas of energy and environment technology, service
and modernisation of plants as well as on-the-job
training and qualification of core employees. On this
basis, the SMS group creates tailor-made plant
solutions which enable its business partners to keep
well ahead of the competition.

SMS MEER BUSINESS AREA
The SMS Meer Business Area bundles its activities
in the fields of steelmaking plants and continuous
casting technology (long products), tube plants, long
product rolling mills, forging technology, nonferrous
metals plants, heat treatment technology and
service. Starting with advisory services, followed by
implementation and commissioning, and finally
modernisations – the employees of the business
area always combine their specialist knowledge with
approachability and flexibility.
TOP QUALITY
The innovative solutions provide our customers with
measurable benefits in their challenging markets.
Whether steel for automotive parts, pipelines, heavy
structural profiles, wheels for high-speed trains or
aluminium for façade structures: the machines and
plants tailored by the SMS Meer Business Area
ensure the cost-efficient and flawless production of
the necessary components.
INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS
The SMS Meer Business Area concentrates the competence of globally successful specialist firms under
one roof to create a unique, full range of supplies and
services for metal processing and associated fields.
In doing so, the employees focus consistently on the
needs of their business partners. They find individual
solutions and fulfil the plant operators‘ expectations,
both flexibly and reliably. This is verified by 17,000
successful reference projects the world over – in the
last 50 years alone.
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LARGE-DIAMETER PIPE PLANTS
Market advantages through experience and
innovation

Whenever large amounts of liquids or gases have
to be transported over long distances, pipelines
are the means chosen. They supply industry with
raw materials, guarantee drinking water supply to
large cities and guide energy carriers around the
globe. The big pipe systems are the world’s lifelines. Large-diameter pipe systems also play an
important role in other fields, such as for example
as construction pipes in the building industry, in
tank construction in the chemical industry and
as so-called piling pipes in off-shore projects.
High-quality products are needed for these applications
– with plant and machinery from SMS, pipe manufacturers are able to meet the increasing requirements.
PROFIT FROM EXPERIENCE
SMS Meer already has well over a hundred years of
experience in the manufacture of plant and machinery
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for producing pipes. Its roots go back to the year 1885,
when the brothers Reinhard and Max Mannesmann
were granted the first patent for the production
of seamless tubes. Together with Mannesmann,
SMS Meer developed the first rolling mills for the
industrial production of seamless tubes. Since
then, the company has continuously expanded its
portfolio. In addition to seamless tube plants, the
range of products today includes pipe welding lines,
spiral pipe plants and large-diameter pipe plants.
SMS Meer is the biggest supplier of plant and machinery for pipe production worldwide and since 1960
alone has built more than 2,100 reference plants and
machines.
SAFEGUARDING COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGES
Through its innovations, SMS Meer has again and
again given the markets a new impulse. The com-

pany is constantly developing its plants and machinery in order to give its customers a competitive
advantage in their markets: even better quality,
more flexible and more cost-effective processes,
more precise dimensions and closer pipe tolerances
are the aims. For large-diameter pipes, the JCOE®
process developed by SMS Meer has established
itself on the market in the past few years: it provides high quality and more flexibility than traditional
processes – at lower investment costs.
A GOOD AND RELAIBLE
PARTNERSHIP
SMS Meer always maintains close relations with its
customers in order to best fulfil individual customer
requirements. Just like its plants, SMS employees
are on duty around the world – so customers never
have to look far to find a contact person. A comprehensive customer advice service, reliable support

during day-to-day operation and working together
on improvements are a matter of course to
SMS Meer.
FULFILLING STRINGEST REQUIREMENTS
Large-diameter pipes produced on plant by SMS Meer
are high-tech products: they are manufactured from
the highest quality steel grades and meet all customer requirements with regard to precise pipe
diameters with extremely close tolerances and excellent straightness. The pipes withstand extreme
weather conditions. They are resistant to large temperature fluctuations, high pressures as well as to
acidic and corrosive gases.

EXPERIENCE AND REFERENCES
 125 years’ experience in the pipe sector
 More than 2,100 reference plants and

machines in the pipe sector, of which
–– more than 10 large-diameter pipe plants
–– more than 40 mechanical expanders
–– more than 20 hydrostatic pipe testers
–– more than 90 individual machines
 Development of the technically leading

JCOE® process
 Customers worldwide: Baosteel, Chelpipe,
CNPC, Europipe, Sumitomo, Vyksa (OMK)
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PORTFOLIO
The right process to meet every requirement

Today, there are two important processes used
in the production of longitudinally welded largediameter pipes. From the first to the final process
step, SMS Meer masters both: the UOE process
and the JCOE® process, developed by SMS Meer.
In addition to the core machines, the company supplies all the upstream and downstream process
steps required in a large pipe plant – the customer
receives an integrated total solution from one source.
Experts from SMS Meer provide customers with
comprehensive advice when planning a new plant,
so that they receive the best possible solution to
meet their requirements.

SAFE PROCESS SEQUENCE
SMS Meer combines the individual machines for the
production of large-diameter pipes into completely
integrated systems. Automation systems, transport
facilities and manipulators ensure efficient and smooth
operation. SMS Meer puts in place a comprehensive
quality assurance system along the entire process
chain, if required up to MES (Manufacturing Execution
System) Level 3. After the process steps decisive to
quality, tests are automatically carried out and the
results are checked. Thus plant operators can rely on
consistent good product quality and high plant availability. Moreover, plants can be designed flexibly and

CONTROL AND
Integrated overall solutions

RAW MATERIAL

PREPARATION

FORMING PRESSES

Plate of steel grades up to X120

 Plate edge milling machines

 JCO® presses

 Plate edge crimping presses

 U-ing pressing and O-ing

presses
 Pipe closing presses

SERVICE –
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are extendable. This gives pipe manufacturers a
competitive advantage in their markets – also with
regard to future challenges.
RELIABLE SUPPORT
Be it advice on the design of the plant, training of the
operating personnel or problem-free commissioning
– in SMS Meer pipe manufacturers have a compe-

tent and reliable partner at their side. The SMS Meer
service experts provide support from the initial
idea up until the day-to-day running of the plant
– even decades after the commissioning, customers can rely on quick and comprehensive support.

AUTOMATION
– intelligently linked

WELDING

TESTING AND
FINISHING

PRODUCTS

 Tack-welding machines

 Mechanical expanders

 Inside and outside welding

 Facing and chamfering machines

Large-diameter pipes from
16 to 60 inches

machines

 Hydrostatic pipe testers
 X-ray and supersonic test

equipment

FOR THE LIFETIME OF YOUR PLANT
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PLATE PREPARATION
The basis for stable processes and top product
quality

Preparation of the plates is of decisive importance to
the quality of the finished pipes: to achieve good
welding results later, the plate edges must be
exactly parallel to each other and be chamfered
exactly. Moreover, the plate edges have to be bent
before the actual forming process, so that later the
pipes are uniformly round in the weld seam area too.
PLATE EDGE MILLING MACHINES
FOR OPTIMUM WELDS
Plate edge milling machines from SMS Meer
produce exactly parallel edges and thus prepare the
plate optimally for the next process steps. The
chamfers are extremely precise and guarantee
top-quality welds in the later production process.
Swarf is removed safely and residue-free. Depending
on requirements, solutions using one or two milling
heads are possible. Moreover, the outstanding
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features of edge milling machines from
SMS Meer are long tool life and quick milling
head change.
PLATE EDGE CRIMPING MACHINES
GUARANTEE ROUNDNESS
The bending of the plate edges is the second
important processing stage – it too has a great
influence on the product quality. The tools in the
edge crimping machines from SMS Meer with a
patented edge bending profile shape the plate edges
step by step along the entire length. Thus uniform
bending is achieved even for thick-walled pipes,
without excessive damage to the edges. In addition
to the classic C-column design, SMS Meer also
offers a closed design which guarantees increased
rigidity.

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
Milling machine
 Long tool life
 Robust, and low vibration
 Tool cassette system for flexible chamfer

geometry and quick tool change
 Reliable swarf discharge
 Uniform tool load due to constant cutting

depth
 Exact geometry due to copier milling heads

C-press
 Reduced crimp due to special tool contours
 Few tools required
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U-ING AND O-ING PRESSES
Fulfilling all requirements at high output

In the UOE process, forming is carried out in two stages: first, the prepared plates are shaped in the form of a
“U” all along their length. After this, the O-ing press forms the plate into an open seam pipe. At this stage the
plate edges are parallel to each other and can now be welded together. The name UOE comes from the three
process steps: U-forming, O-forming and expanding.

MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY AND
ROUNDNESS
The UOE process has been giving good service for
decades and provides the highest productivity of all
the processes used. It also, however, involves the
highest investments. As U-ing and O-ing presses
contact large areas of the plate during forming over
the whole length, high forming forces are required.
Pipe manufacturers produce round and buckle-free
pipes in pipe lengths up to 18 metres on SMS Meer
plants. Thus the pipes produced comply with all
international standards. Thick-walled pipes to withstand very high stresses can also be produced:
SMS Meer plants are particularly suitable for customers who have their own plate production facility
and want to produce large lot sizes cost-effectively.
HIGH MATERIAL GRADES
ACCURATELY FORMED
SMS Meer designs its U-ing presses in such a way that
even thin, high-strength plates do not spring back after
shaping. This is achieved through horizontal and vertical forming movements which are independent of each
other, and through a special tool design. Pipe manufacturers can thus achieve excellent results, irrespective of
the material used. A further feature of the U-ing presses
from SMS Meer is the reliable and exact positioning of
the plates. This is extremely important for a neat weld. In
U-forming, the plate edges must run absolutely parallel,
as errors can no longer be corrected in the process steps
which follow.
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GOOD RESULTS UNDER GREAT
PRESSURE
In the next step, the O-ing presses give the pipes
their final form. The hydraulic, electronic and electrical systems are matched exactly to the forming process; control systems monitor the entire process to
guarantee optimal results and thus the best possible
preconditions for the welding process. On request,
SMS Meer can equip the O-ing presses with tool
changing systems of different capacities and thus guarantee pipe manufacturers a high degree of flexibility.

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
 Maximum productivity
 Optimal roundness
 Cost-effective for large manufacturing lots

and high output
 Low overall height
 Perfect synchronism
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1,224 KM THROUGH THE
BALTIC SEA
The Nord Stream pipeline is one of the longest
underwater pipelines in the world. Its construction is a mammoth project: within three years
more than 200,000 pipes were laid. They have
to withstand difficult conditions such as for
example high internal pressures and extreme
environmental conditions. This places great
demands on the quality and stress resistance
of the pipes – and thus of the production plants
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on which they are manufactured. With technology from SMS Meer, pipe manufacturers are
on the safe side: 100 percent of the pipes were
supplied by companies which use plants from
SMS Meer. Europipe for example, the main
supplier to the North Stream pipeline, operates
a UOE large-diameter pipe plant in Germany –
OMK Vyska manufactures pipes for this large
project on a JCOE® plant in Russia.
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JCO® FORMING PRESSES
Flexible and cost-effective in every respect

The JCOE® process is SMS Meer’s answer to changed
market requirements. It is more flexible and in many
cases more cost-effective than the UOE process.
Thus it quickly established itself as the new market
standard after it was introduced in 1995. A manipulator guides the plate to the forming tool so that step
by step an open seam tube is formed across the entire length. Finally, the two edges are welded together. As with the UOE process, the pipes are calibrated
on an expander.

FLEXIBLE IN DIAMETER,
STRONG IN WALL THICKNESS
The JCO® process offers a whole range of advantages: plant operators can change over to other pipe
dimensions quickly and can thus produce even small
batch sizes economically. The process enables stepby-step forming for wall thicknesses up to 45 mm and
is predestined for steel grades up to X120. SMS Meer
designs the plants for pipe lengths of 12 to 18 m.
Moreover, using a pipe closing press even extreme dimensions with wall thicknesses of more than 45 mm
can be produced. Small diameters with very thick
walls, such as those used for example in the off-shore
sector, are possible. The process chain is short and
designed to produce top quality. The products comply
with all international standards and meet the most
stringent requirements. Low investment and operating costs make JCOE® pipe plants particularly profitable from the very beginning. At the same time the
dry forming process reduces the ecological footprint.

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
 Flexible diameters and maximum quality
 Large wall thicknesses possible
 Low investment and operating costs
 Processing of high steel grades
 Cost-saving as only a few light tools are

needed
 Cost-effective for small and medium-sized

production capacities and small batch sizes
 High level of automation
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WELDING MACHINES
Stable welds in three steps

The finished formed pipes are normally welded in a
three-step process. First, a tack- welding machine
fixes the plate edges exactly in the desired position,
thus providing the basis for a clean, high-quality
weld. Next, an inside welding machine makes the
weld on the inside of the pipe. Finally, the outside of
the pipe is welded, completely substituting the weld
made by the tack welding machine.

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
 High-quality, stress-resistant welds
 High welding speeds
 Exact securing in position of the plate

TACK-WELDING:
MAXIMUM PRECISION
A good tack-welding result is the precondition for
clean and resilient welds in the downstream welding
processes. For this reason, the pipes run through
roller cages during the tack-welding process. The
cages align the plate edges exactly parallel and form
a uniform welding joint. After tack-welding, the plate
edges are fixed in position.

edges through tack welding

INSIDE AND OUTSIDE WELDING:
CONNECTIONS THAT HOLD
The inside welding machines are mounted on booms
which extend into and along the entire length of the
pipes. The pipes are fed to the welding machines on
longitudinal conveyor cars and moved back again at
welding speed – in the process the weld is applied to
the inside of the pipe. The conveyor cars guarantee
uniform, smooth and vibration-free movement and
thus ensure a high-quality weld.
Outside welding works on the same principle: the
pipes are guided at welding speed on conveyor cars
past the welding machine. During the welding operation the tack weld is completely fused on. A continuous, positive material connection between the
two plate edges is created. Finally, the connection is
tested by ultrasonic and x-ray equipment. Pipe manufacturers can therefore be sure that the entire pipe
complies with all quality standards and can reliably
withstand all stresses in operation.
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EXPANDERS
In good shape – for easy welding together

Cost-effective laying of pipelines in the field or using
lay barges requires frictionless welding of the pipes
and thus extremely close pipe geometry tolerances.
SMS Meer large-diameter pipe plants guarantee this
with the help of expanders. They are an integral element in the production of high-quality large-diameter
pipes and one of the most important steps in the
process.

pipe dimensions such as small, thick-walled off-shore
dimensions on the expander. In addition to the powerful 3-D straightening unit, an upgradeable system is
also available.

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
The expander calibrates the welded pipes and thus
ensures exact roundness as well as low diameter
tolerance. The pipe is moved bit by bit over the expander, which with every step exerts pressure on
the inside walls of the pipe using a special expanding
tool. In so doing it expands the pipe by 1% to 1.5%
beyond the yield point – until the desired dimensions
have been reached exactly. Moreover, SMS Meer offers solutions for straightening particularly demanding
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 Very straight pipes
 Long service life
 High quality through customized tool

concept
 High positioning accuracy and vibration-free
pipe guidance

PIPE TESTERS
Maximum safety

Pipeline operators and owners of buildings must be
able to rely on the laid pipes withstanding the high
loads they will be subjected to. Proven quality is
therefore essential for pipe manufacturers. With the
hydrostatic pipe testers from SMS Meer they can
test the finished large-diameter pipes under conditions which are more extreme that the requirements
they will have to meet in practice. They fill the pipe
with water and then pressurize it – the pressure puts
stress on the material up to just below the yield point.
Thus both pipe manufacturers and their customers
can be sure that the pipes will withstand the stresses
when in service.

examined using x-ray and ultrasonic equipment. This
ensures that no undesired changes have taken place
due to the high loads during setting of the final diameter, or in the hydrostatic pipe tester. Plant operators
use the thorough and comprehensive quality assurance system for their production as proof for their
own customers.

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
 Minimal testing time required

CONTROLLED QUALITY
SMS Meer adapts the design of its testing presses
to suit individual customer wishes. For this test the
seals are pressed onto or into the pipe ends at an
exact pre-determined force. The operation is monitored on the computer. After this, the welds are again

 Exact control of the test conditions/test

parameters
 Adaption of the plant design to suit individu-

al requirements
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BAOSHAN IRON & STEEL CO. LTD.
(BAOSTEEL)

EUROPIPE GMBH

Baosteel, one of the biggest steel manufacturers in
the world, produces high-quality products for gas and
oil pipelines on a UOE large-diameter pipe plant from
SMS Meer. The Chinese company manufactures steel
grades up to X100 and its products comply with all international standards. Pipe lengths of over 18 m make
it easier for the end customer to lay the pipes in the
field – a real competitive advantage for Baosteel.

The German pipe manufacturer Europipe in Mülheim
on the Ruhr has been operating a UOE large-diameter
pipe plant from SMS Meer for more than 35 years.
Today the company still produces top quality at competitive conditions. The large order for the North
Stream pipeline is proof of this: for the long underwater pipeline through the Baltic Sea, Europipe is
supplying more than 1.5 million t of pipes, which is
almost three-quarters of the total quantity required.

Production process: UOE
Annual capacity: 500,000 to 1,000,000 t
Diameters produced: 20" up to 56"
Wall thickness: up to 40 mm
Commissioned: 2007

Production process: UOE
Annual capacity: 500,000 to 1,000,000 t
Diameters produced: 20" up to 60"
Wall thickness: up to 40 mm
Commissioned: 1976

THE CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE

THE CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE

“Our customers in the oil and gas industry impose
stringent demands. The Baoshan large-diameter
pipe plant produces pipes with uniform, controllable properties on plant and machinery supplied by
SMS Meer. Our products are excellent quality and
at the same time create economic advantages.”

“We can rely on products from SMS Meer. Our
plants run very reliably and when we need support, there is always a contact person not far
away.”

Zhang Jin Wei, Plant Manager, Baosteel, China.

Dr. Andreas Liessem, Plant Manager, Europipe,
Germany.
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ZAO IZHORSKY TRUBNY ZAVOD
(SEVERSTAL)

OAO TSCHELJABINSK
(CHELPIPE)

At Izhorsky Trubny Zavod (ITZ) in Russia the first largediameter pipe plant producing 18 m long pipes using
the JCOE® process was commissioned in 2006. Very
soon afterwards ITZ was certified as supplier by all
leading customers and institutes.

Tscheljabinsk operates the biggest and most modern
large-diameter pipe plant ever supplied by SMS Meer
to Russia and the biggest in the world. With two JCO®
forming presses for 12 and 18 m pipes, the Russian
company has the possibility to regulate the production
process flexibly. In close cooperation with the customer, possibilities for expanding and optimizing the
material flow were already taken into consideration in
the plant concept in the planning phase. Additional
technologies can be integrated in the future without
any problem.

Production process: JCOE®
Annual capacity: 450,000 to 600,000 t
Diameters produced: 24" up to 56"
Wall thickness: up to 40 mm
Commissioned: 2006

Production process: JCOE®
Annual capacity: 600,000 to 900,000 t
Diameters produced: 20" up to 56"
Wall thickness: up to 45 mm
Commissioned: 2010

THE CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE

THE CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE

“We were convinced by the flexibility and
cost-effectiveness of the JCOE® process.
SMS Meer supplied a complete turnkey plant
from one source. This enabled us to put the
plant into service quickly.”

“We decided in favour of SMS Meer because their
employees think ahead and know exactly what our
requirements are. SMS Meer has supplied a solution with which we can today and in the future
gain a leading position on the market.”

Evgenij Schnitko, Assistant General Manager &
Chief Engineer, ITZ, Russia.

Valentin I. Tazetdinov, Director, OAO
Tscheljabinsk, Russia.
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SERVICE
Taking care of everything –
MEERcare®, MEERcoach®, MEERconsult®

The employees at SMS Meer do everything to ensure that customers are satisfied with the company’s machines
and plants for many years. The SMS Meer Service experts continue to look after them even after commissioning – a
whole plant life long. With MEERcare®, MEERcoach® and MEERconsult®, SMS Meer offers services for machines,
people and processes.
MEERcare®

Spare Parts
Service

MEERcoach®

MEERconsult®

Maintenance

Modernization

Field Service

Training &
Coaching

Consulting &
Implementation

Spare Parts

Equipment Check

Mechanical
Components

Repairs

Assessment

Fact Finding
Audits

eService

Condition
Monitoring

Hydraulic
Systems

Trouble Shooting

Standardised
Trainings

Feasibility
Studies

Spare Parts
Management

Maintenance
Service

Electrical Control
Systems

24/7 Support

Individual
Training

ecoplants
Assessment

Warehousing

Remote Service

Automation
Equipment

eLearning

Strategies &
Concepts
Change
Management

Value Added
Components

Full Service

These services cover three specific areas:
 With MEERcare®, SMS Meer offers tailored service solutions – from spare parts, through emergency

calls at short notice, regular maintenance measures through to comprehensive modernisation measures.
 MEERcoach® focuses on the people: The SMS Meer Service experts share their know-how with the

customers and provide on-site support for the ongoing production.
 The MEERconsult® specialists analyse processes in preparation for their optimisation.

THE RIGHT PARTS IN THE RIGHT
PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME
The right spare parts have to be available at all times
so that production doesn‘t come to a standstill. At the
same time, capital tie-up and storage costs have to
be kept low. That is why SMS Meer delivers spare
and wear parts for all machines quickly and reliably.
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A web-based, machine-specific parts catalogue
makes the ordering process even easier. On request,
SMS Meer also takes care of the whole spare part
and stock management. The differing parts stocking
concepts are always geared to the customers‘
individual needs.

CONTINUOUS HIGH PERFORMANCE
Whether one-off fact-finding, continuous monitoring
via remote service or regular plant inspections: The
SMS Meer Service experts analyse and service the
plants. On request they even take over the complete
maintenance. Plant owners thus ensure maximum
plant availability and optimum production results.
ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE
Plant owners are engaged in dynamic markets. The
demands on profitability, product quality and
productivity have risen steadily for plant owners in
recent years. New technologies and plants arrive on
the market in ever shorter innovation cycles. Tailored
and customised modernisation concepts from
SMS Meer ensure that the plants run for decades:
and that with reduced operating costs, higher
productivity and improved product quality.
FIELD SERVICE
Even in emergencies, customers can rely on SMS Meer
Service. The Service technicians help with troubleshooting and the necessary repairs. With short reaction times and high availability, they ensure that the
plant is up and running again as quickly as possible.

CORPORATE SUCCESS THANKS TO
TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW
Whether individual or standardised trainings – the
MEERcoach® experts plan individually tailored training
programmes and implement these together with the
customer. The plant operators gain valuable knowhow through time-tested formats and special
e-learning offerings – for more operational reliability
and more efficient processes.
HIGHER PROFITABILITY THANKS TO
THE RIGHT ADVICE
More efficient processes, optimised technology and
more effective use of resources – those are the goals
of MEERconsult®. SMS Meer carries out feasibility
studies to establish a sound basis for management
decisions, or develops strategies and concepts for the
optimisation of existing plants and processes.
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CLOSE TO CUSTOMERS
Think global, act local

The Business Area SMS Meer is represented worldwide. 17,000 reference installations demonstrate the
market’s confidence in the expertise, experience,
reliability and flexibility of the company.
No matter where the customers work and what
language they speak – the right people at SMS Meer
are always on hand. In this way SMS Meer can support
its business partners quickly and effectively.
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